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Letter from the Editor

Thanks for picking up a copy of this
month’s Erato. We have a variety of
subjects and styles in this issue, some
from our regular contributors and some
from new names. Thanks to all of you who
submitted poems to the Erato for the first
time this month. More information about
who we are and what we do is on the back
page. Enjoy!
— The editor

Morgan Pehme

Island Melody
In island fields, apple-flavored whispers
tickle the early morning dew,
and become aromatic mist.
Above island orchards, ravens twist
to Bacchic rhythm, as they savor
fermented graped, newly pluck’d.
Amidst island meadows, forlorn bees
pollinate nameless wildflowers, and buzz
incoherent elegies to lost love.
Upon island shore, an exotic shell
listens intently to every distant utterance.
But she is no fool, not some garrulous
clam
content to open her mouth whenever her
pearl is sought.
She alone is privy to their secrets,
and to your ear, she offers only the sea.

Kate Hall

Daryl Lang

Devotion to Art or a Boy
The boy in the snow
with his back to me
turns out in some interpretations to be
dead.
It’s like deciding about art
that picture in my sister’s
hallway where they’re going
down on each other
or they’ve just been killed in a car
crash, lying side by side on the highway
like that.
The boy in the snow
is outside on the front
steps and I think maybe he’s broken
his neck. If you look back
at the night, to how we argued
about suicide, how he was coming
unglued by the fire, the arms his father,
the doctor, had
sewn on.
He made me burn him with a cigarette, said
“the visible manifestation of love,” only I
was
listening to the snow, the sound of
singing.
He said the scar was the shape of a heart, I
saw a moth
that had been torn apart. “It is just as
beautiful,” he said,
but I heard “I will die if you leave,” and so
I went into the other
room to change the song from love. He
was gone when I returned
and I went looking for him, all those
stories that had made
my lungs ache on the way up.
I took a photograph of him
in the snow
on the sidewalk outside my apartment
and the police, when they came, wanted it
but I said no and called it art
and there it is, hanging
on the wall.

Craig Fishbane

Tim Brennan

Beatrice Diamond

Remaking the Sky

Hot ‘LZ’

Spring

He was the Jackson Pollock of oxygen,
using slender brown fingers and an
amplified six-string
to paint the monoxide air over Mission
Avenue.
He stood wordlessly in his un-tucked
purple shirt and blue jeans,
his braided locks flapping in the
rush-hour breeze
as he attacked the air with molten
splashes of Stratocaster graffiti.

(13Feb06)

In central Quantree providence
We flew our chopper into a landing zone
To rescue our recon team
From a fire fight
I jumbed off
Grabbed a rifle & started shooting;
As ‘Doc’ was loading casualties onto the
‘bird’
I saw a read streak down his side

We were gathered before him, standing at
the safe distance of a street lamp:
the old hippie who showed us the metal
coil he’d found to tie up his girlfriend,
the tie-dyed drug dealer slacking off after
a 5 PM delivery
and the virgin poet who had come to
Frisco chasing ghosts,
rummaging through forgotten coffee
houses and ancient bookstores
for spectral traces of the spirits of Kerouac
and Ginsberg.

“Doc, you’re hit ”
- it was as if I didn’t exist “ Get your ass on there ! ”
He finally followed the last of the walking
wounded

We stood on the street corner and watched
as he closed his eyes
and caressed his fret-board with long
calloused fingers,
sending riffs that had been born in distant
dreams
to remake the sky with colors that had no
name,
until the indigo of the atmosphere
dissolved into a sinuous dance

When we landed
We off loaded the patients
I nudged ‘Doc’
But he was gone …

of denim-clad buttocks on plump, booted
legs:
the strut of a pink-haired punk rocker
winking at me
as she clutched the bass guitar strapped
over her shoulder,
her blue eyes twinkling like the lost stars
of a new constellation now rising in the
twilight

We lifted off
Once airborne, Doc fell fast asleep
Only the helo’s blades abbreviated the
tropical air
Leaving a segmented trail of muffled
sound

What heralds spring?
Are chirping birds assigned
to alert the sun
to warm the ground
to make soil fertile
to absorb the rain
to break seed covers
to summon bees
to chauffeur pollen
to join pistil and stamen
to bring us floral beauty
to exhude floral scent
to intoxicate?
I get drunk with spring!

Quick Succession
Spring rushes in
and the promise of fall
is early overcast in summer.
Autumn in turn quickly
calls forth winter.
How soon we witness fall bloom
diminish to decay and barronness
signaling winter death.
Then heaven decrees the miracle
of withholding shattering frost
to nurture withered flora
with the promise of spring
and impatient seasonal continuity.
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Charles J. Butler

Risk Defined
Peep suck ass
’till u
need ’em
start t’
love ’em
then
there it is
They become
a
necessary
evil.

Bete Noire On The Stroll
Walk in Darkness
Truth and light
Far
and
gone
He
is
damned
and
Free

Doris Duke

Schizophrenia
I
Sheer cliffs draped in dank moss
Birds in flight
tangle in hanging vines
Screech into the night
One- two- then a thousand
Covering your ears drowns out nothing.

Robert Dunn

Triada Samaras

Triolet:
Plucking Tufted Plovers

America is Addicted to
Oil ?
a.k.a. Bad Mood Poem

When plucking tufted plovers, you
Must beware its beak throughout the job,
Or you’ll get skewered through and
through.
When plucking tufted plovers, you
Will find they make a lousy stew,
But they’ll impale themselves for
shish-kabob.
When plucking tufted plovers, you
Must beware its beak throughout the job.

Tortoise and Hare
A Tortoise, told his petty pace
Can best a hare in any race,
Called his neighbor, Hare, and smugly
hurled
A dare to race around the world.
The astonished lapin snapped a phalange
And wasted no time accepting the
challenge.
A checkered flag. A pistol shot.
The race was on. Was that Hare hot!

Violence has no boundaries
And the nature of the world is change
Get used to it
This car ain’t gonna last
Neither are we
I will
Choke, sputter, or stall on the freeway
But I brake for animals
Bleed
No way of knowing who’s next
This rotting vehicle
Putrid air
Pot-holed streets
Hold the key
But surely a tow truck will get here
Within the hour
To haul me away
From this unbearable clutter
Treacherous
Toxic
Traffic jam
And back to my
Aching
Mind.

In the blink of an eye, nearly sideswiping
a bison,
B’rer Hare disappeared beyond the
horizon.
The Tortoise nodded in a knowing way,
And spent that weekend in Cancun with
the Hare’s fiancée.
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II
Bricks painted red
A group home with shared walls
She sits at the window sill
Mother- Father- may come today
Voices scream into the night
Covering her ears drowns out nothing.
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